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Keep An Eye On Me
The Panics

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                             THE PANICS- Sleeps like a Curse
                              
                                       KEEP AN EYE ON ME

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tabbed by: Stiubhard
Email:

As a similar substituted intro I slide from the 9th fret on D-string down to Em 
and then do it again to D. This goes for the break towards the end and the fade
out at the end.

                    Em
I looked through your room
                    D
And I saw where you lay
                    Em
As the light shone through it
                    D
Through a lead lamp shade
                 Em
And I looked for a clue
               D
And for some remains
                    Em
And the dust blew through it
                    D
And the words just came

        C
Keep an eye on me
        D
Keep an eye on
        C
Keep an eye on me
        D
Keep an eye on

 Em               D
I hear it calling
C                D
Standing over
Em              C
Listen closer



G   Em      D 
I     know now

          Em
I tap to a tune
                      D
And my thoughts would stray
                        Em
Your voice rang through it
                      D
And the ground would sway

  Em  
The blinds would slap at your window at night
  D
Jump the fence and down under the wire
  Em
I d follow you re steps as you d slip from my sight
  D
I m always afraid you d leave me behind

               C
Just Keep your mind on me
         D
Keep your mind on
               C
Just Keep your mind on me
         D
Keep your mind on

Em               D
I hear it calling
C                D
Standing over
Em              C
Listen closer
G   Em      D 
I     know now

   Am
I ll make it worth it if you wait for me
   Am
I ll make it worth it if you wait for me
   Am
As god my witness there for all to see

        C
Keep an eye on me
        D
Keep an eye on
        C



Keep an eye on me
        D
Keep an eye on

     C
Wait for me
     D
Wait for me
     C
Wait for me
     D
Wait for me


